
“Sharing and learning together. Planting 
seeds for our future.”



School Peace Day
Schesto OU”Sveti Nikola”,Stara 

Zagora,Bulgaria;

• 4-th Grade, Class 4 D; 
• English Teacher - Mrs. S.Slavova;
• Activities:









• 4-th Grade, Class 5 G,6 A,D; English Teacher-
• Mrs. Diana Dimitrova;
• Activities:

    We have a tradition in our English classroom. Every day we write an 
English proverb, folk saying or a positive wish on the whiteboard. We 
call them beads of wisdom. Both students and teachers can suggest one 
and this is a positive message, sent to the other classes. However, on the 
30th  of January (School Peace Day) the children had the idea to create a 
"Best wishes tree" on the whiteboard. Each of us chose one or more 
words to send a positive message and we put the words and phrases 
( love, hug, kiss, kindness, charity, generosity, gratitude, noble heart, 
honesty...) on a color cardboard or paper hand. When the symbolic best 
wishes tree was ready, we discussed the importance of these things in our 
life.



      A group of fifth grade students learned The Remembrance Day Song by 
heart. Others made their red heart-shaped cards and either wore them 
like badges or gave them to their classmates, teachers and relatives. As 
these were the last days of the school term we wanted them to share 
their best and worst experience ever in a short paragraph. What we 
expected were some everyday life school moments but what was of our 
surprise when some of the students shared really exiting stories about 
school charity campaigns, difficult situations in which they received help 
and support from their classmates, family and friends. There were 
extremely touching stories about the loss of a family member (a girl`s 
little sister) and the importance of their families and friends love and 
support. As a quotation of the day we chose Astrid Lindgren`s 
"Everything great that happened in the world happened first in 
somebody`s imagination." We hope School Peace Day is going to 
become an inspiring tradition.





• Students from primary 4 A-our art class, their art teacher - Mrs.Elena 
Zlateva. They drew pictures on the topic “Learning and playing together”. 
The main aim of their drawings is to promote the role of the modern school, 
to support the process of awareness and acceptance of each pupil, and the 
inclusion of children with special educational needs as well.
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